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: Smoke Talk

Smoke Talk
REGIONALISM IN DIALECTICS

r

~

~

NEVER
consideped myself a regionalist 'Y1"iter,
much less a "regionalist intellectual,"I perceive that I
HAVING

also am a target for the scatter-charge whic~ was fired by
Messrs. Garaffol(j and Kritch in the November QUARTERLY.
As one of the attacked, it is my privilege to reply. ""I am
one of these because: (1) I am not a native of New Mexico;
(2) My means of subsistence originates elsewhere; (3 I'
live in an adobe house in Taos; (4) I am married to a
painter; (5) I occasionally write a book; (6) I go to Indian
dances and Spanish Fiestas whenever I can and share with
all others of this group an appreciation of the landscape, of
the special flavor of the people, of the charm of th~ villages,
of the fas'l!nation of the Indians--and (7) ,the fact that not·
. any of us intellectuals came here because we felt guilty
about .the capitalist system. We came because we can get
more of the things we like for less- money th'an iiI other
places, and most of us are cheerful, if not actively mendacious, about its peculiar disadvantages. Perhaps 'Some of
us even like them, and hence we "chirp."
We are seldom rich, most of us are 'unhe~rd of outside
New Mexico, we have no power or influence,' political, sociological, or reg?onal, except as a Tittle window-dressing (as
the gentlemen suggest) and this occupation is not, lucrative.
A f~w. of us possess an obscure' glamor for tourists, who
rarely set eyes on us, and to this extent we are an asset to
our adopted state and contribute to its greatest industry. ·
However, we are charged specifically with certain
things offensive to the authors besides those mentioned
above.
We have no "program." Some of us feel that life may
be innocent of all'programs and still quite tolerable, leaving
programs to those who enjoy them. Smne of us have found
programs designed for us by ofhers so ,.irritating that we
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have none to inflict. And some of us have a program I infer
to be near the hearts of the authors, although they have not
said so. Possibly they do not understand these things when.
put in English and hence are not cautious about attacking
friends.
We are charged with forming a "cultural front" for
the exploitation of the native population, which we wish to
keep jn "communal poverty,. superstition, ignorance, and
filth." This accusation is false 'on its face and will not 'bear
any examination whatever. But we have found that tl\e
native "way of life" antedates us by some three hundred
years and is not subject to change, in the space of an article,
through a definition of regionalism, however mistily rendered by Mr. Lewis Mumford and however juggled thereafter by the authors. If .we are indeed the screen of dark
predatory, designs, perhaps the authors know how we can
realize on this function, which has a profitable sound.
We are charged with. bei.hg "not only keen students of
classical political economy but well acquainted withl Marx
as well." In spite of this we refrain from doing somethjng
that the authors demand that we should. I quote: "There
are social attitudes which accompany that type of regional-'
ism which expresses a deep· political fright. Primarily,
this fear has been incorporated into hatred of the modern
machine culture. A careful analysis of the politico-social
Implications of indu~rial dev.elopment could be made by
any number of these regionalist writers ... But this seems
to be intellectually taboo." As to Marx, most of us think
highly of Groucho, Chico, and Harpo. As to the rest, it is
"a constipation of ideas arid a diarrhea of words."
As I lift off the scum of jargon to see what thoughts lie
below, I find the argument suddenly gone off at an angle.
The first part, I see,
wholly on a piece labelled
. is based
.
"Mabel Luhan's Slums," by ,Mr. Michael Gold, although the
authors take it on faith that she ,has some. They present no
idea not contained in Mr. Go~d's little bit of fake fact-weaving, and drag up- D. H. Lawrence in support, although 'he
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has merely described the awerage feelings of any sensitive
white man at' an Indian dance.. We are not told the feelings
of Mr. Gold or those of the authors, -if by chance they' have
"snobbishly" attended any. But then they quote Mr. Mumford on Regionalism, as referred to above, and this seems
to shift the argument. We thought the authors were writing
about us regionalist intellectuals here in New Mexico, but
it seems they are writing about ,a group in the South whose
ambition it is' to halt the tide Qf"machine culture.'"
Hence, we are charged as' follows: "For their ideological program they have leaned heavily on'the writings of the'
Southern Agrarian-distributist movement, particularly as
expressed in the Anthology I'll Take My Stand". I cannot
reply to this in behalf of the rest of us, not having heard
either the movement or the book mentioned either in Santa
Fe or Taos. However, since we are' finally charged with being Fascists, that must be the reason. Why are we Fascists?
Because the group with the long name' is so charged, and
we are said to "lean heavily" on it.
.,
All I know about ~he authors is what they reveal in
this articl~, and> the fact that they are students;' of sociology
at the l)niversity of New Mexlc£?' But, without naming any ,
one, they have attributed aims, attitudes, motives, and ridiculous remarks to a vague group (which includes me). Now
it's my turn..
They have not learned" sociology,. but something the
name of which they are careful to avoid. It raises its head
shyly between -Whole paragraphs of uncouth terminology.
We are in doubt ,whether we are meant to notice, or if the
authors hope they have- by the tangled second-growth of their
ideas and the brambled density of their language, led us off
the scent. Perhaps we are meant to feel a "deep fright" at
the stern, clean intention of the authors to unmask us. It's
their turn to be unmasked.
:.
It appears to shock them that a good acquaintance with,
Marx has not persuaded us regionalist intelleCtuals to contemplate our region through his lenses rather than through
I
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our own eyes. It also appears that these aids to optical illusion sit upon the noses of Messrs. Garaffolo and Kritch,
and have thus far prevented their seeing very much in New
Mexico that is there, while fastened, hypnotized, on many
things. that are not. To assume that& they know, cherish"
and appraise justly the state that harbors them is to leave
them, unshielded and exposed by their thick bifocals, as a
pair of young, unsophisticated, but arrogant and disingenuMARINA WISTER,
ous parrots.
New York, Feb. 2, 1938.

Wind Over Nevada
By

~ENNETH SPAULDING

The l~ng wind broom wind
strong wind of Nevada
from jagged wall to
blue wall -of ~istance .
from ragged ]wall of east
to splintered wall of west·
the clean wi~d broom wind
strong wind of Nevada
sweeps the azure atmosphere
I

on the brown snake track
purring black autos
are rocked Jin the fresh wind
sweeping over desert
and black clouds spat
from tails of the beetle
are washed by dried by
shimmering ozone
•

the long wind clean wind
broom wind of Nevada.
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